
Report from the People’s Assembly on Climate Justice

In the week leading up to the G20 summit in Toronto, the Toronto Community 
Mobilization Network created the space for several themed-based days of resistance in 
order that local grassroots campaigns that dealt with issues of justice could be highlighted 
Wednesday June 23rd 2010 was the day for Environmental and Climate Justice. Earlier in 
the day, the Toxic Tour had marched through the streets of Toronto, highlighting the 
city’s connection to environmental and human rights crimes throughout the globe. The 
Toxic Tour was the largest march for environmental justice ever to take place and the 
most creative as well, featuring a Tar Sands pipeline “dragon”, a hand-pulled mining 
truck float, and speakers from directly impacted communities. That evening over 250 
participants from Toronto, across Canada and even the United States gathered for a 
People’s Assembly on Climate Justice.

The Assembly was based on the premise that the issue of the climate crisis was 
too important to leave in the hands of government and even established NGOs, that the 
people must be directly involved in creating their own solutions for their own 
communities. The Assembly adopted a horizontal process inspired by the Reclaim Power 
People’s Assembly in Copenhagen and the World People’s Conference on Climate 
Change and Mother Earth Rights in Cochabamba. It was hoped that through the 
horizontal process maximum participation would be encouraged and the most creativity,

The format for the night began with a framing question which was put to the 
Assembly. The Assembly then self-associated into several breakout groups to discuss the 
framing question. The Assembly reformed to hear report backs from each breakout. From 
the main ideas heard during the Report Backs, twelve topics were selected for a more 
focused second round of discussions. The second breakout was followed by a final report 
back. It was affirmed by many that good progress was made but that more time and thus 
another Assembly should be held to translate the discussion into action.

The following is a summary of what was discussed at the Assembly.

Format:

7:00-7:20 Introduction
7:20-7:50 Breakout Discussions
7:50-8:10 Report Backs
8:10-8:25 Break
8:25-8:40 Selection of Topics
8:40-9:00 Topic Discussions
9:00-9:15 2nd Report Back
9:15-9:25 Close

Framing Question:



Given our government’s lack of leadership on the climate crisis, and failure to respect the 
rights of impacted communities at home and abroad,

And considering the call for climate justice from Cochabamba,

What do you think is the connection between climate change and justice in Toronto or in 
your home community?

Highlights of the Report Backs from the First Breakout Discussion:

• Our rights as people are violated by companies which devastate the environment 
at the expense of our health. The health of the environment and people are related.

• True cost economics is a way to make government and corporations accountable 
for the damage they do to the environment.

• Taxing automobiles to discourage pollution and help fund public transit.
• The Sydney Toxic Pond in Nova Scotia stands as an example of the way 

companies exploit the land then abandon it once the resource is exhausted.
• We need to reach people in their lives if we want to get them involved.
• Our consumption habits have to be changed and we need to rethink consumerism.
• The disproportionate amount of energy we use in the city needs to be 

acknowledged, as well as the disproportionate impact this has on other 
communities. Also need to recognize that climate change has a disproportionate 
impact on women, the poor, and the differently abled.

• The current system is unjust: we need to create our own and build justice at a 
community level.

• We need to critically examine the role of capitalism in our society and explore 
alternatives.

• The need to engage creatively. Street Theatre actions as a way to do this.
• We need to put pressure on government to protect public water, fund public 

transit and education, and to phase out fossil fuels and shut down the Tar Sands.
• A People’s Tribunal on Climate Justice as a way to expose the perpetrators of 

environmental crimes.
• Proposal for a Canada-wide People’s Referendum on Climate Change
• Building a community feeling and sharing resources.
• Solution is democracy – beginning with Cochabamba and moving toward more 

local decision making and community control over resources.
• Ways to move past capitalism: Cooperatives, Open Borders, Return the 

Commons, Free Public Transit.
• The Tar Sands must be shut down and Fossil Fuels phased out.
• There is a strong need to include Indigenous Movements in the struggle for 

Climate Justice.
• Must maintain our hope if we are to succeed.
• Regular Meetings/ People’s Assemblies as a way to move forward.
• Localized Resistance



• Gulf Oil Spill highlights the inevitable consequence of drilling and extracting oil 
from the ocean.

• Justice is about simple things and we must value the small victories.
• Hard to isolate global and local because all our actions are connected. We need to 

understand how our choices affect us and everyone else. 
• Must be wary of “green” solutions which are not accessible to the poor.
• Free Trade and privatization work against democracy.

Topic Discussions
From the first breakout discussion, the following topics were developed to be the basis  
for the second breakout discussion.

1) Alternatives to Capitalism
2) Holding Government & Corporations Accountable
3) Solidarity with Global South & Indigenous Communities
4) Referendum on Climate Change
5) Municipal/Transportation Local
6) Creative Movement-Building
7) Tar Sands Resistance
8) Changing Energy Use
9) Changing Consumption Habits
10) Unifying Green Party and NDP
11) Replacing Monetary System
12) Technology and Geo-engineering

Highlights of the Report Backs from the Topic Discussions

1) Alternatives to Capitalism

This group defined capitalism as extraction of wage surplus from labour.
Theoretical and practical alternatives include Indigenous lifestyle, worker’s self 
management, worker run coops, community based systems and sharing resources
Felt it would be useful to examine anarchist models such as those used in Spain.
Name and identify with the value of anti-capitalist.

2) Holding Government & Corporations Accountable

Need enforced regulations – includes stripping person hood from corporations and 
holding personally executives accountable
Support corporate resistance movements
Governments also need to be held accountable. Bills like C-300 are an important step but 
not an end.
Support direct parliamentary accountability
Support legal enforcement of collecting rights



3) Solidarity with Global South & Indigenous Communities

Sunrise Ceremony Queen’s Park
Use documentary Material to gain better knowledge

4) Referendum on Climate Change

Importance of educational component
Cooperation (coalition, national groups), National committee  questions
Role of community-building, coming from grassroots
Online campaign potential and local organizing
‘Backwards Design’
People’s Assemblies  referendum focus?
Day in the fall, organizing day
BC model, HST campaign
Need to tell story about role of referendum in Bolivia 
Action CDN Network, precedent

 voting methods 1800/unionslocals 
How to make referendum relevant to local communities? Importance of 
coalition/principles
Reaching out to community leaders
Role of indigenous communities
Role of municipal governments?

5) Municipal/Transportation Local – no report

6) Creative Movement-Building

on scale of civil rights movement
accountable to grassroots
activities: fun, participatory, appeal to business-as-usual folks
training ground for political activism
gardening, meetings in parks, concerts
good communication system for daily activities

7) Tar Sands Resistance

BDS Style campaign
Sustainable technology
Veg oil
Sustainable Public Transit
Direct Action
Communicate Action

8) Changing Energy Use – no report



9) Changing Consumption Habits – no report

10) Unifying Green Party and NDP

GREENDP Caucus  raising the Cochabamba issue

11) Replacing Monetary System – no report

12) Technology and Geo-engineering

Faith or same systems
Tar Sands technology – good or bad?

Appendix: Notes from Individual Breakouts

Breakout 1

A Toronto Cochabamba referendum
Connect with our own indigenous communities
Better public media
Transition Towns
Get beyond awareness raising
Get municipal endorsement of Cochabamba Declaration
Toronto Commons: “all of our lands are free”
Need to understand relationship to Mother Earth

- how do we treat each other?
- How do we treat the earth?
- How do we treat each other via the earth?

Property and housing
Farmers – food systems
People working on/with land need to make the decisions
The way we exploit the poor reflected in the way we exploit the earth
Africans not well represented by leaders at Copenhagen
Lack of media coverage of Cochabamba
Leaders are acting as if they are not part of the people
Migrants and walls and barriers  climate migrants
Need to educate Canadians – our responsibility to get the word out
Strengthen local communities’ resilience
Importance of indigenous teachings
Breakout 2

Climate debt
Climate justice is replacing the extractive resource based monetary system as in Zeitgeist 
film
Sharing resources equally and equitably
Education process



Gender justice and climate justice  women’s rights
Building larger coalitions
Living well not better

Breakout 3

Disproportionate Contriution to Climate Crisis 
Colonization of the air space
Free Prior and Informed Consent
Canadians
The system that created the problem will not fix it
Accountability of polluters 
People’ tribunal and referendum 
Lack of democracy

Breakout 4

Synopsis:
Our Canadian resources are limited
How do you create a movement?
Contextualizing Cochabamba for Toronto
Understanding Native-“Canadian” cultural identity
Replacing fear and guilt with hope  adding viable alternatives

Group Concerns:
National referendum on environmental assessment
Global movement
Native rights
Empowering youth
Effective tactics on resistance
‘unlearning’ for youth re: norms
Water  common rights, genome patents
Tar Sands and Production of GHGs and resulting cancer cases in First Nations  social 
justice  7th generation principles
Rural development in developing countries  relocation to cities  poverty
Water as human right
Connection of activist groups beyond G20  municipal changes
Government must implications of actions  make apparent
Combat misinformation from corporations  build resources 
Clean water as birthright
Incinerator location in towns
How do you get Canadians to think about interconnection to Earth?
Disconnect of economy from Earth – definition of sustainability and restructuring of lives 
in Global North
Breaking capitalist myths and “debunking” bad science
Creating sustainable norms



Beyond mathematical calculations

Breakout 5
 
Exploitation and abuse of environmental resources leading to exploitation of people with 
no control over these issues
Unsure consequences 
Damage caused by lack of prevention resulting in lack of safety
Capitalism will eventually exhaust everything (ex. Renewable resources??)
Large companies reap the profit while the extractors/workers make very little  
ABUSE!
Attack on the environment = terrorist attack if it were done by others
By ourselves, our rights are lost
Lost lives, corruption, murder
Oxygen, trees  destructing both
Justice: legal systems, courts

 LAW: must be related to climate justice  Basic Human Right
Basic Human Rights are what we are looking for
Look and learn from the Indigenous people
Referendum
Tribunal
Mass education
Community workshops
Break through the media (which remains silent for important issues)
Education empowers people to act
People getting together to solve issues
Get rid of apathy
Human Rights brought to forefront
Create a connection to create accountability with concrete effects
Culture is equipped to ACT but will they do it? Dedication? Will?
Global issue: one country’s action affects everyone else across the board
Make a basic standard 
Pressure on governments to let citizens (people) decide
Know our human rights
Decisions and wealth controlled by small minority  must change to make voices heard.
Change Climate  Change System

Breakout 6

Connection  climate justice in our communities
What is climate justice? 

- burden on some communities and regions more than others
- climate justice needs to be inclusive
- “developed” world owes a climate debt to the developing world
- equal distribution of wealth and resources
- climate refugees



- polluters need to be made accountable  mining industries, banks
- nuclear energy

Earth Rights  no to polluting
Cap emissions
Need to make lifestyle changes
Budget for the environment 
Free public transit
Toronto clean air act
Criminalize corporations, banks that violate human rights and destroy environment
New way of defining wealth
Criminalizing corporations
Problem of right wing selfish politics

Breakout 7

Copenhagen = depressing
Bolivia = inspiring
Need more Canadians to use civil disobedience to raise awareness  face jail time
BC’s Gasland, ‘tar sands’ of natural gas
Pipeline (enbridge) indigenous lands (dozens of land claims)  mobilizing to prevent it
Big ENGOS, carbon tax sell-outs? Stopped protecting tar sands
Globalization movement: corporations are stronger than national governments, 
sometimes have projects against government’s wishes
Corporate control of media
Good Green Jobs for All  blue/green movement, trade unions and poverty activists and 
environmental groups

 call for workers to be onside with climate movement (conference, 650 people)
just transition, affirmative action
job creation via renewable, construction, public transportation, etc
local procurement and hiring
local transit infrastructure improvement

- lack of funding from federal and provincial government
- used as last resort now, needs to be first choice
- car free downtown core, weekends?

Need to raise awareness and critical thinking  need to create fundamental change
Most technology already exists but political will isn’t there, mass government spending 
would be required, invest in future infrastructure

 could happen ex WW2, industry changed completely
Market fixes: won’t solve the problem, need large scale policy
Youth involvement, future leaders
Gulf spill: major tragedy required to draw attention, whole generation learned about 
carbon-base economy
Door to door knocking: talk to neighbours, spread word  show enviro is not radical, it 
can affect everyone
Move past petroleum by movement building.



Breakout 8

Steel plant in Cape Breton, Sydney Tar ponds  carcinogens in soil, very high  health 
related  tried to blame it on personal lifestyle choices
Future generations,  their health and happiness (justice to future)
Native communities in Athabasca treated same way  blamed on them, corporation 
don’t take responsibility

 Not just, developed in low-income communities and around people of colour
Higher income, different socio-eco communities don’t see the social justice connection
Make connection between social isses and environmental  reducue poverty and solve 
climate

 make poverty history part of climate campaign
fight big business in communities where they create the poverty (mining and forestry and 
agriculture)
environmental issues traditionally ‘western’ and ‘academic’  try to be more inclusive, 
food systems affect everyone, culturally applicable
Basic human needs, restructuring food systems to reduce racism
Nations most responsible will be least affected. Those least responsible (and have least 
ability to influence global change) will be most affected  climate justice
Vancouver: Bob Lovelace  coming together of enviro initiatives  at Bolivia

Breakout 9

Choices as consumers in Toronto
The vulnerable and poor are more affected by erratic weather due to climate change
Toronto uses far more than its share of energy resources 
We have to acknowledge our debt created by our lifestyles
Toxification of food sources causes increased vulnerability and dependence on industrial 
food sources
Free trade undermines local production and increases long distance shipping
Privatization works against democratic control 
Different discussion in North vs South  North not as affected
Affects Toronto people as they have connections to global south.


